
 

BIO PLANTELLA  

YELLOW ADHESIVE 

PLATES  

 

Excellent mechanical protection against a wide range of plant pests found in 

the vegetable garden and on fruit trees.  
 

 

  

UNIQUE ADVANTAGES: 

 With added wires for hanging. 

 Long-lasting effect because of 

the high resistance to 

temperature and moisture 

changes. 
 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Completely natural control of 

aphids, Thrips spp., Greenhouse 

whitefly, European cherry fruit 

fly and other pests. 

 Specifically chosen yellow color 

lures the pest into the trap. 

 High-quality entomologic 

adhesive that enables quick 

adhesion of all pests (including 

the light ones) does not wash 

away and does not dissolve. 

 No waiting periods. 

 

USAGE: 
 

 



 

COMPOSITION:  

Plates covered with the transparent adhesive (polyisobutylene), no added 

active chemical substances for plant protection. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION: 

The adhesive plates have a carefully chosen shade of yellow that strongly attracts 

numerous plant pests, such as European cherry fruit fly, various leaf‐miners, 
codling moths, olive flies, fruit sawflies and garden pests like leaf lice, greenhouse 

whiteflies, flea beetles, suckers, thrips and various flies, like the onion maggot. 

Once the pests approach the plate they become stuck on the fast active  

entomological adhesive layer. 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:  

In orchards, greenhouses or in open spaces distribute the plates evenly accross the 

area using 20 – 24 pieces per 100 m2. With taller garden plants (tomatoes, 

cucumbers) use more plates. When the adhesive layer gets excessively covered 

with pests replace the plate with a new one. 

Place the plates near branches but make sure they do not adhere to leaves and 

branches. In the vegetable garden hang them on a stick, placed in the ground. 

During the fruit tree blossoming period remove the plates so the bees will not get 

caught on them. 

Yellow adhesive plates can also be used for monitoring purposes to quickly and 

accurately determine the quantity and type of the pest population and to respond to 

the pest situation quickly and appropriately. 

 

Watch the video on YouTube:  

 Bio Plantella Yellow Adhesive Plates on trees 

 Bio Plantella Yellow Adhesive Plates in vegetable garden 

 
  

IDENT / Packing: 

 40071 / 10 pcs – 18 pcs / box, 56 boxes / pallet 
 

  

https://youtu.be/lHZrwRrZmSE?list=PLbIGF_MBKKVh78l2jJRc6YXpgx_uLvvcD
https://youtu.be/BEzWzH4RVPg
https://youtu.be/BEzWzH4RVPg


 

 

TESTED EFFICACY: 

Our products are the result of years of knowledge, proven 

research and technological innovation. Their efficacy has been 

tested and validated in scientific laboratories. 

 


